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 10.1 Service Member Without-Dependent: 
 
 10.1.7.  ***** 
 
 *10.1.8. Service Member Assigned to a Unit that Undergoes a Change of Home Port or 
Permanent Station.  A member without dependents who is assigned to a unit that undergoes a home 
port or permanent station change may be paid a BAH based on the old home port or permanent 
station, if the Secretary concerned determines that it would be inequitable to base the member's 
entitlement to, and amount of, BAH on the new home port or permanent station.   
 

10.1.8.1. In such cases, the Secretary concerned may: 
 

10.1.8.1.1 waive the requirement to base the member’s entitlement to, and 
amount of, BAH on the new home port or PDS of the member; and 
 

10.1.8.1.2. may treat that member for the purposes of this chapter as if the 
unit to which the member is assigned did not undergo a home port or permanent 
station change. 
 
10.1.8.2. The number of waivers the Secretary concerned may grant under this 

under this paragraph in a calendar year may not exceed 100. 
 
10.1.8.3. This authority may be administered by the Secretary concerned through 

the Secretarial process. 
 
10.1.8.4. Unless extended by the authority of the Congress, this authority expires 

on the termination date on the Duration of Authority table. 
 
Editor’s Note:  The current expiration of this authority is 31 December 2027. 
 
 
10.2 Service Member With-Dependent: 
 
  *10.2.2.1.  Treatment of Certain Moves as not being ReassignmentsLow or No-
Cost Moves.  A Service may pay BAH or OHAa housing allowance based on the old PDS rate in 
situations involving low or no-cost moves and for situations in which the Service member and 
dependent reside separately if it is determined that to base the housing allowance on the new PDS 
would be inequitable.  The determination of whether it is inequitable to pay BAH or OHA based 
on the new PDS may be accomplished through the Secretarial process.  When a Service member 
is ordered on a PCS between PDSs located in proximity to each other and continues to commute 
from the residence occupied while at the old PDS, BAH or OHA continues from the time between 
the Service member’s detachment from the old PDS and reporting to the new PDS, unless 
otherwise prohibited in this Chapter.  A Service member ordered on PCS with TDY, or leave ein 
route is authorized BAH or OHAa housing allowance based on the old PDS during that period.  If 
a Service member is reassigned under the conditions of a low-cost or no-cost PCS and is not 
authorized an HHG move, BAH or OHAa housing allowance may be based on the rate for the old 
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PDS if both the following conditions are met: 
 
   10.2.2.1.1.  It was requested by the Service member; and 
 
   10.2.2.1.2.  The decision of whether it would be inequitable or not to base 
the allowance on the housing cost in the new PDS area to which the Service member is reassigned, 
is determined through the Secretarial Process. 
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